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QUESTION 1
You, as the Domino administrator, have defined a password quality restriction of 1 for a
user id file. Which of the following best describes what is required from the user when
changing his or her password?
A. An alphanumeric string is required
B. Special characters are required
C. Any password is required
D. No password is required
Answer: C
QUESTION 2
OutSMTP4/Yourco is preparing to attempt a connection to send outbound mail to another
Domino server on the Internet that only accepts TCP/IP connections. Both TCP/IP and
SSL ports are enabled for outbound SMTP traffic on the server. Name & Password is
also enabled for SSL. What is the order of communication that OutSMTP4/Yourco will
attempt to send the message when it connects?
A. Negotiated and then TCP/IP
B. SSL and then TCP/IP
C. TCP/IP and then SSL
D. SSL and then Negotiated
Answer: B
QUESTION 3
Application design security takes effect when?
A. Once users gain access to an application
B. Once users create Read and Edit access lists for folders
C. Once users create Read access lists for views and Edit access lists for folders
D. Once users create Read access lists for views
Answer: A
QUESTION 4
A security policy push has been done to all users of a large toy company. This new
security policy controls many aspects of the user's password, including limiting the
number of repeating characters and restricting the user from providing any of their name
in the password. If a user chooses not to modify their password or use any of the
restrictions at the time of being prompted, what is the next step that occurs?
A. The Notes client shuts down after warning the user they are not complying with the
password policy
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B. Notes will continue to prompt the user on a scheduled basis until the password is
changed
C. The user generates a forced Adminp request to change their password to the default
that was specified in the security policy settings document
D. The designated administrator, as defined in the security policy settings document,
receives a notification email about that user
Answer: A
QUESTION 5
Elliott has proceeded to enable extended access to the Domino Directory in his domain.
However, after enabling extended access he found that anonymous searches via LDAP
has stopped functioning. Which of the following describes the cause of this issue?
A. You may not enable extended access for a Domino Directory on any server running
LDAP or HTTP
B. Anonymous access via LDAP is not supported while extended access is enabled and
Anonymous must be set to 'No Access'
C. Anonymous must be provided Reader of higher rights in the Domino Directory ACL
manually
D. Enabling extended access disables access to Domino over the LDAP protocol
Answer: B
QUESTION 6
As a user, you receive HTML mail regularly that prompts you to retrieve certificates
when certain portions require it. However, you would like to trust numerous customer
sites in advance of receiving their emails. Which of the following provides the best way
to accomplish this?
A. Open you Domino Directory for your domain and import all the cross-certificates into
your personal address book
B. In User Security, retrieve Internet security certificates from each server over whatever
port is required
C. Manually enter the name of each site into your personal address book
D. Send out a certificate request email to each site and use Actions-Accept Certificate
from your in-box for each email returned containing a certificate attached
Answer: B
QUESTION 7
Certkiller needs to push a trusted root certificate out to all her Notes users. Which of the
following provides the easiest way to have each Notes client gain access to the certifier?
A. Include the trusted root certificate and have each user create a certificate document
B. Place the trusted root in the Domino Directory for the domain
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C. Establish a security policy that embeds the trusted root into their user id file
D. Send an email link for all users to access the web server via their browser of choice
and import the certificate
Answer: B
QUESTION 8
Franklin has established id recovery in his environment with 5 recovery administrators.
Each user's id file that is issued after recovery information was embedded contains which
of the following?
A. An unlocking password that is created and encrypted with the administrator's private
key
B. A default password that is specified by one of the recovery administrators
C. A compiled random password string that is drawn from each administrators stored
password in their id files
D. A recovery password that is randomly generated and encrypted with the
administrator's public key
Answer: D
QUESTION 9
Mitchell needs to temporarily allow an undefined owner of a script access to the local file
system. When prompted by Lotus Notes, which of the following options provides the
script to run while preventing future unprompted access?
A. Embed the signer as an allowed ACL entry and prompt for future access
B. Start trusting the signer to execute this action
C. Trust the signer to execute this action for this Notes session
D. Allow the signer to access the local file system on all but network drives
Answer: C
QUESTION 10
Unsuccessful decryption and comparison of a signed message may indicate which of the
following?
A. That the message has been tampered with
B. That the message was sent to multiple recipients
C. That the message has a return receipt attached
D. That the message was sent through the Internet
Answer: A
QUESTION 11
Which of the following lists the proper privilege hierarchy for administrators?
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